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INVESTIGATION #2:
WERE DANIEL SHAYS AND HIS MEN REBELS OR
FREEDOM FIGHTERS?

You are a historical detective trying
to decide if Daniel Shays and his men
were rebels or freedom fighters when
they mobbed courthouses and tried to
capture weapons in 1786-1787. Many of
these men fought for independence in
the Revolutionary War. So, why would
they turn around and fight against the
government of their new, independent
nation so soon after the Revolution?
Take out your pens and get ready to
investigate!
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Document B
Head Note: On January 25, 1787 the men who were involved in Shays’ Rebellion tried to take
the weapons stored at the armory in Springfield, Massachusetts. They wanted to change the new
government in the U.S. When Abigail Adams wrote to Thomas Jefferson she was in London, and
did not yet know about this event. In this letter, she writes about the court mobbings that took
place throughout 1786 in efforts to stop trials and prevent debtors from being put in jail.

London January 29th 1787
My Dear Sir:
With regard to the Riots in my home state, which you asked me about: I
wish I could say that people have exaggerated them. It is true, Sir, that they have
gone on to such a degree that the Courts have been shut down in several counties.
The men are ignorant, restless criminals, without conscience or morals. They have
led other men under false ideas that could only have been imagined. Instead of that
honest spirit which makes a people watchful over their Liberties and alert in the
defense of them, this mob of rebels wants to weaken the foundation of our country,
and destroy the whole fabric of our nation.
These people are few in number, when compared to the more sensible and
thoughtful majority. I cannot help hoping that they will end up helping the state, by
leading to an investigation of the causes of these riots. Luxury and wasteful
spending of money both in furniture and dress had spread to all of our countrymen
and women. This led people to build up debts that they were unable to pay off.
Vanity was becoming a more powerful principal than patriotism. The lower classes
were unable to pay taxes, even though they owned property. Those who had money
were afraid to lend it for fear that the government would take more money from
them.
Though late in the month, I hope you will not find it out of season to offer
my best wishes for the health, long life and prosperity of yourself and family, or to
assure you of the sincere esteem and friendship with which I am Yours,
A. Adams
Source: Excerpt adapted from a letter written by Abigail Adams to Thomas Jefferson on January
29, 1787.
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Review the historical controversy

Consider Side A

Consider Side B

Compare

Evaluate and decide
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WERE DANIEL SHAYS AND HIS MEN REBELS OR FREEDOM FIGHTERS?

Based on your historical detective work write your interpretation: Were Daniel Shays and
his men rebels or freedom fighters? Cite evidence to support your answer.
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Use this page if you would like more space to write your argument.
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Shays and His Men Were Freedom Fighters
Shays’ Rebellion took place in Massachusetts, in the late 1780s. Local men interfered with court
trials that put some farmers and debtors in jail. In response, the state used soldiers to stop the mobs
from closing courts. People disagreed about the government’s right to send people to jail for not paying
their taxes and whether Daniel Shays’ actions were patriotic or not. After reading information from both
sides, I believe Daniel Shays and his men were freedom fighters.
Daniel Gray’s speech gave many reasons why people started to rebel against the government.
One reason was, “people who have stepped up to demand rights for themselves and others are likely to
be put in jail.” So, the American government was acting just like England before the Revolutionary war.
This is convincing because putting a person in jail simply for protesting is “unlawful punishment.”
Another reason why these men seem like freedom fighters is that Daniel Shays and his men
were protesting unfair taxes. The government was using tax money to help “the rich get richer.” In other
words, the nation did not pay off foreign debt or solve the country’s problems. This is a true problem
because it is not right to make poor people pay for the nation’s debt.
On the other hand, Abigail Adams thinks Shays and his men are rebels. She believes that they
want “to weaken the foundation of our country and destroy the fabric of our new nation.” Her quote
shows that she thinks America would be hurt by unrest, or quarrels, of any kind. But there is a problem
with her thinking because Shays was not trying to weaken the country at all. He wanted to strengthen
the government by using taxes to pay off the national debt.
Daniel Shays and the men who followed him were true freedom fighters. They protested unfair
punishment for poor farmers who landed in jail for unlawful reasons. They did not like the way the
government wanted to use its tax money. While Abigail Adams thought Shays was only stirring up
trouble, he was really trying to end unjust laws. In sum, Shays and his followers wanted to make our
new country a nation to believe in.
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Shays and His Men Were Rebels
Shays’ Rebellion took place in Massachusetts in the late 1780s. Local men interfered with court
trials that put some farmers and debtors in jail. In response, the state used soldiers to stop the mobs
from closing courts. People disagreed about the government’s right to send people to jail for not paying
their taxes and whether Daniel Shays’ actions were patriotic or not. After reading documents from both
points of view, I believe Daniel Shays and his men were rebels.
Abigail Adams wrote a letter to Thomas Jefferson explaining why Daniel Shays and his men were
no better than common criminals. She wrote that, “They have led other men with false ideas that could
have only been imagined.” So, she thought their point of view was completely wrong. That seems valid
because if Shays and men shut down the Courts for the wrong reasons then they were acting without
“conscience or morals.”
Moreover, Adams worried that Shays and his men were causing real harm to our young nation.
She saw that “the Courts have been shut down in several counties.” This is a problem because you can’t
just shut down the courts when you disagree with a ruling. This point makes sense because Shays
Rebellion happened just after the Revolutionary War when the United States government was weak.
It may be argued that Daniel Shays and his men were fighting for freedom by protesting unfair
taxes. After all, Mr. Gray complained, “Money from taxes and fees should be set aside to pay off the
foreign debt.” But Abigail Adams noticed that people were not paying taxes because they spent their
money on foolish things, so they could not use it to support the government. If the people didn’t have
enough money to pay their taxes, should they be allowed to complain how the government spent its
money?
While Shays had the support of many people, I believe he was no more than a rebel. He misled
people with false ideas. In addition, he and his men shut down courts, stopping our government from
being able to fully do its job. Although some leaders accused the government of mishandling taxes, in
truth, most people were not paying them. When all of the facts on both sides are considered, Daniel
Shays and his followers were working against the interests of our country.
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